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The Uneven Impact of Covid-19

adversity. The earnings of workers in these sectors, primarily
manufacturing and construction, fall in the mid to higher end of
the wage scale.

But in this recession, services led the way down, reflecting
the outsized impact that lockdown restrictions and social distanc-
ing mandates have had on service-providing firms. Workers in
services tend to be lower-paid, as a large proportion have less
education and/or fewer skills than those in the goods-producing
sectors. Hence, the three-hardest hit industries between February
and April, when private payrolls contracted by 22 million, were:
clothing stores (cashiers, customer service representatives, sales-
persons, etc.); amusement, gambling and recreation services
(recreation attendants, fitness trainers, bartenders, wait staff,
etc.); and personal and laundry services (hairdressing, dry clean-
ing and pet car, etc.).

In all, more than half of the private sector jobs lost between
February and April (56%) came from the lowest paying group of
industries, while the middle- and higher-paying groups accounted
for 28% and 16% of the remaining loss, respectively. In the three
hardest-hit groups noted above, between 55% and 60% of work-
ers were laid off. The dispiriting aspect of this uneven toll on
workers is that low-wage workers were finally reaping the rewards
of the longest expansion and tightest labor market on record, as
formerly unemployable and other marginal workers that had long
languished on the sidelines were brought into the workforce.
Sadly, they were victimized by the old adage, “last in, first out”,
as they comprised the most disposable segment of the workforce.

The Good, Bad and Ugly

The good news is that the initial phase of the jobs recovery

Just as government-mandated lockdowns sent the economy
into a tailspin in March and April, the lifting of restrictions and the
reopening of businesses propelled activity higher in May and June.
In fact, the rebound in jobs, spending and other key indicators has
been stronger than expected. But that initial growth spurt is in
danger of sputtering out, as the resurgence of the coronavirus in the
majority of states is prompting governments to either reimpose
social-distancing restrictions or delay the reopening process. The
response has been uneven and politically charged, but it has cast
a dark cloud over the economic outlook.

Hence, before the economy’s growth engine could return to
full speed, governments are keeping their collective foot on the
brake, with some applying more pressure than others. The effects
are already being felt. A broad swath of restaurants and bars cannot
reopen their doors and are forced instead to accommodate diners
with outdoor seating, using fewer waiters and other staff than they
normally would. Companies, both large and small, are dropping
plans to rehire all furloughed workers, calling back a smaller fraction
than hoped. A month ago, most of those workers expected to be
rehired; now more than half of them do not. Worse, the recession has
taken a disproportionate toll on low-paid workers who only recently
started to reap the rewards of the pre-pandemic tightening of the
labor market. Those workers are once again on the front lines in the
war against the virus.

The longer this depressing pandemic effect is stretched out,
the greater the odds that temporary layoffs will morph into perma-
nent ones, which erodes worker skills and loosens their contact with
the workforce. A raft of anecdotal evidence indicates that the May/
June burst of activity has already faded and the economy lost
momentum heading into the third quarter. Some already fear a
double-dip recession, implying that the economy will contract again
later this year. We are not there yet, but caution that more govern-
ment relief, particularly for households and state and local govern-
ments will be needed to keep the economy afloat.

The Toll on Low-Income Workers

The Covid-19 recession, like any recession, is a national
tragedy. But this one has had particularly dire consequences for
lower-paid workers. In contrast, previous recessions had taken a
disproportionate toll on middle-and high-income workers. The
reason: earlier downturns were paced by goods-producing sectors
of the economy, which generate the discretionary big-ticket pur-
chases - such as autos, housing-related appliances as well as homes
themselves - that consumers are quick to postpone during times of
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in May and June mirrored the trajectory of the February-April jobs
collapse.  Simply put, the low-wage industries led the way back, a not
surprising response to the lifting of lockdown restrictions that
enabled the hard-hit service-providing sectors to reopen for busi-
ness. While workers in these industries accounted for 56 percent of
the job losses, they comprised 63 percent of the job gains in May and
June. Workers in the hospitality, restaurant and retail sectors were
the biggest gainers.

The bad news is that low-paid workers continue to be the most
afflicted by the recession, despite their big job gains in May and June.
For example, employment in the low-paid group of industries is still
down 16.1 percent compared to its peak in February, nearly twice that
for middle-paid industries (-9.2 %) and over three times more than in
highest-paid industries (-5.4%).  And while the unemployment rate
among low-paid service workers has receded markedly, many sec-
tors in this group still display depression-like rates. For instance,
joblessness in the arts, entertainment and recreation industry has
declined by a full 10 percentage points, but still remains extremely
elevated at 37.3 percent.

Overall, the bigger picture is anything but bright. Although
jobs increased by a record-breaking 7.5 million in May and June, they
are still down by nearly 15 million since February. That’s a big hill to
climb. What’s more, about 7 million workers in the lowest-paid
industries are still without jobs. Importantly, since they only recently
started to benefit from the tight job market prior to the pandemic, there
was little time to build up a financial buffer to weather a long spell of
joblessness. Nor are low-skilled workers getting much relief on the
pay front, as they have also suffered a much sharper slowdown in
pay growth in recent months than other workers.

White Collar Workers Not Immune

While white-collar workers have been relatively less affected
by the pandemic, they are hardly off the hook. One group that is
particularly vulnerable are state and local government workers,
whose wages and salaries are more than 30 percent higher than the
average for private sector workers. When benefits are included, their
excess compensation rises to almost 50 percent. But state and local
governments have been deeply affected by the coronavirus pan-
demic, as the sudden stop in all forms of commerce has pummeled tax
revenues. Not only are income and sales tax revenues plunging, the
pressure on spending related to the recession and the coronavirus
is building.

That combination is producing a mountain of red ink that
state and local governments have to correct because most are
required by law to maintain balanced budgets. Hence, legislators
are already making painful cuts in purchases and are downsizing
their work force. Indeed, state and local jobs have fallen by 1.5
million since February, with education accounting for two-thirds
of the decline. In addition to the downsizing of government
payrolls, cuts in state and local budgets will depress employment
by contractors or firms that receive government grants.

Unlike in the private sector, there was no rebound in state
and local employment in May and June. If history is any guide,
this trend will persist well beyond the health crisis. As was the
case following the Great Recession - when state and local job
losses totaled 655,000 - the recovery in lost jobs will lag signifi-
cantly behind the private sector, reflecting the delayed response
of tax revenues. After the Great Recession ended in 2009, state and
local employment did not return to its pre-recession peak until
2019, a full five years after the private sector recovered all of its
recession losses.

Government Needs to Step Up

As of this writing, Congress is deliberating over the size and
scope of another fiscal package to counter the effects of the
coronovirus.  The initial resistance to more stimulus has weak-
ened in the face of a resurgence of the virus and renewed
lockdown restrictions in a growing number of states, which
threatens to stifle the recovery before it gains traction. Odds are,
a fourth round of fiscal relief since the onset of the virus will be
forthcoming, although its timing and composition are still up in
the air.

From our lens, aid to state and local governments as well as
some income relief to individuals are vitally needed to sustain the
recovery. To be sure, both are contentious issues in Congress,
as some legislators are disinclined to help states that they believe
have mismanaged their budgets prior to the pandemic and should
not be bailed out with taxpayer money. There may or may not be
some truth to that objection. However, it is important to remember
that the drag from state and local governments following the Great
Recession due to tepid Federal support was an important reason
the recovery was the weakest of the post-war upturns. The toll on
governments from the pandemic is far greater than it was then, and
the after-shocks will reverberate far longer.

Likewise, some legislators believe that providing generous
unemployment relief to individuals would diminish work incen-
tives, particularly since many recipients are receiving more in
benefits than they earned on their jobs under the enhanced
unemployment program set to expire at the end of July. But those
benefits were the main reason consumer spending rebounded
sharply in May and June despite the massive loss of jobs due to
the pandemic. With 15 million workers thrown out of work due to
the pandemic recession and a staggering unemployment rate of
11 percent, the income loss from withdrawn benefits would pull
the rug out of spending and possibly derail the recovery. What’s
more, businesses are already posting fewer job listings and the
surge in returning workers in May and June belies the notion that
they would prefer to stay away and collect benefits. The challenge
going forward is to keep demand up and provide businesses with
incentives to rehire the army of unemployed workers.
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FINANCIAL INDICATORS*

12-Month Range

June May April March February January December High Low

Prime Rate 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.81 4.75 4.75 4.75 5.50 3.25

3-Month Treasury Bill Rate 0.16 0.13 0.14 0.29 1.52 1.52 1.54 2.10 0.13

5-Year Treasury Note Rate 0.34 0.34 0.39 0.59 1.32 1.56 1.68 1.83 0.34

10-Year Treasury Note Rate 0.73 0.67 0.66 0.87 1.50 1.76 1.86 2.06 0.66

30-Year Treasury Bond Rate 1.49 1.38 1.27 1.46 1.97 2.22 2.30 2.57 1.27

Tax-Exempt Bond Yield 2.20 2.40 2.42 2.54 2.44 2.59 2.75 3.68 2.20

Corporate Bond Yield (AAA) 2.44 2.50 2.43 3.02 2.78 2.94 3.01 3.29 2.43

Conventional 30-Year Mortgage Rate 3.16 3.23 3.31 3.45 3.47 3.62 3.72 3.77 3.16

Dow Jones Industrial average 26062 24271 23294 22637 28520 28880 28167 28880 22637

S&P 500 Index 3105 2920 2762 2652 3277 3278 3177 3278 2652

Dividend Yield (S&P) 1.84 1.88 2.01 2.30 2.07 1.88 1.86 2.30 1.84

P/E Ratio (S&P) 22.2 21.7 20.6 18.3 19.7 21.5 21.5 22.2 18.3

Dollar Exchange Rate (vs. Major Currencies) 120.0 123.0 123.6 121.3 116.7 115.3 115.9 123.6 115.0

* Monthly Averages

ECONOMIC INDICATORS

12-Month Range

June May April March February January December High Low

Housing Starts (In Thousands) 1186 1011 934 1269 1567 1617 1587 1617 934

New Home Sales (Thousands of Units) 676 580 612 716 774 731 774 580

New Home Prices (Thousands of Dollars) 318 303 332 332 329 330 332 303

Retail Sales (% Change Year Ago) 1.1 -5.6 -19.9 -5.6 4.5 4.9 5.6 5.6 -19.9

Industrial Production (% Change Year Ago) -10.8 -15.4 -16.3 -4.8 -0.2 -0.9 -0.8 0.4 -16.3

Operating Rate (% of Capacity) 68.6 65.1 64.2 73.5 76.9 76.9 77.2 77.8 64.2

Inventory Sales Ratio (Months) 1.51 1.67 1.45 1.38 1.38 1.39 1.67 1.38

Real Gross Domestic Product (Annual % Change) -5.0 2.1 2.1 -5.0

Unemployment Rate (Percent) 11.1 13.3 14.7 4.4 3.5 3.6 3.5 14.7 3.5

Payroll Employment (Change in Thousands) 4800 2699 -20787 -1373 251 214 184 4800 -20787

Hourly Earnings (% Change Year Ago) 5.4 6.6 7.7 3.5 3.3 3.3 3.2 7.7 3.2

Personal Income (% Change Year Ago) 7.0 11.9 1.4 4.1 4.2 3.9 11.9 1.4

Savings Rate (Percent of Disposable Income) 23.2 32.2 12.6 8.4 7.9 7.7 32.2 7.4

Consumer Credit (Change in Blns. Of Dollars) -18 -70.2 -11.1 20.8 11.0 21.4 23.0 -70.2

Consumer Prices (% Change Year Ago) 0.7 0.2 0.4 1.5 2.3 2.5 2.3 2.5 0.2

CPI Less Food & Energy (% Change Year Ago) 1.2 1.2 1.4 2.1 2.4 2.3 2.3 2.4 1.2

Wholesale Prices (% Change Year Ago) -0.8 -0.8 -1.0 0.7 1.3 2.1 1.3 2.1 -1.0
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SimpliCD is owned and operated by 

Primary Financial Company LLC, a 

credit union service organization 

owned jointly by Louisiana 

Corporate Credit Union and 

corporate credit unions 

nationwide. 
 

SimpliCD Issuance complements or 

provides a competitive alternative to 

FHLB advances and other funding 

alternatives and is an effective solution 

for credit unions looking to add a 

secondary liquidity source. 

 

It’s quick. It’s easy. It’s SimpliCD. 
 

Benefits of issuing through SimpliCD 

include: 
 

 No subscription, broker, or 

transaction fees 

 
 A centralized way to raise 

funds and generate liquidity 

 
 Access to the largest network 

of credit union investors 

nationwide 

 
 The ability to aggregate 

investors into one certificate 

of deposit 

 
 The safety of working with a 

credit union owned entity 

 
 As easy as opening any other 

customer account 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Please inquire about current rates. 

 
SimpliCD Issuance 

Share Certificate Program 
   

First Quarter 2020 – By the Numbers 
 

 

$4.2 billion 
 

Total credit union issuance outstandings. 

 
1,517 

 

Number of credit unions that have issuance 

agreements in place, prepared to issue share 

 certs, should the need arise. 

$225 million Total outstandings for SimpliCD’s largest 

 share certificate issuer. 

396 
Number of credit unions that currently have 

share certificate issuance balances through 

 SimpliCD. 

 
Generate Liquidity Quickly and Easily with 
SimpliCD. 

Nearly 70% of the nation’s credit unions have an 

investing relationship with SimpliCD. With one 

phone call, your credit union can issue up to $50 

million or more in share certificates in a single transaction to our 

network of more than 3,500 credit union investors across the country. 

For more information on issuing share certificates through SimpliCD, 

please contact Louisiana Corporate at 1-800-421-7030 or 

lacorp@lacorp.com .  You may also visit our website at 

www.lacorp.com. 

3500 N. Causeway Blvd, Suite 1510, Metairie, LA 70002 

mailto:lacorp@lacorp.com
http://www.lacorp.com./
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